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Mark III navigation system retrofit kit
(System with colour monitor and control in the centre console,
navigation computer in the boot)

BMW 3 Series Saloon (E46/4) LHD
BMW 3 Series Coupé (E46/2) LHD

Specialist and electrical knowledge required.

The installation time is 3 – 4 hours, but this may vary depending on the condition of the car
and the equipment in it.
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1. Important information on installing the Mark III navigation system retrofit kit

Only for use in the BMW dealer organisation.

The Mark III navigation system retrofit kit may only be installed by a specialist workshop that
has the required special tools and manuals (servicing, repair, diagnostics, etc.).

Ensure that the cables/lines are not kinked or damaged as you install them in the car.

Additional cables/lines that you install must be secured with cable ties.

If the specified PIN’s and chambers are occupied, bridges, double crimps or twin-lead
terminals must be used.

Item numbers refer only to the overview drawings and to the texts next to the
appropriate figure.

These installation instructions are only valid for LHD cars with a production date after
9/99 with a fitted BMW radio and
without SA 602 on-board monitor with TV and on-board computer

• without SA 606 radio navigation system with on-board computer
• without SA 609 navigation system with TV and on-board computer.

For cars
• without SA 640 telephone preparation with SA 674 hi-fi system
• or without SA 640 telephone preparation with SA 676 hi-fi system
• or without SA 672 CD changer
• or without SA 692 CD changer preparation

the audio module holder installation kit and the left boot cover must also be ordered
separately using the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC).

If there is no centre console switch centre in the existing bottom module holder, but only
a single switch (ASC or DSC) a centre console switch centre must be ordered separately
using the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC).

The switch module is not supplied with the installation kit and must be ordered separately
using the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC).The installation work for the switch module is
described in the installation instructions for the telephone and Mark IIi navigation system
installation instructions.

The map CD is not supplied with the installation kit and must be ordered separately using
the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC).

The vehicle holder is to be informed before the installation work that the cigarette lighter
and the ashtray will be removed.

Subject to technical modifications

Tools and equipment required

Cable lamp Set of short Philips screwdrivers
Angle cutter Set of Philips screwdrivers
Oscillating saw Set of flat screwdrivers
Textile adhesive tape 1/4 inch socket set
Set of files 1/2 inch socket set
8 mm socket Set of Torx sockets
Combination pliers Set of Allen keys
BMW disconnection tool
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2. Preparations

TIS AW No.
Print out the error memory
Disconnect the battery 12 00  . . .
Remove the front left seat 52 15 000
Remove the front sill strip on the left 51 47 000
Remove the rear sill strip on the left 51 47 030
Remove the footwell trim on the left 51 45 185
Remove the bottom left A pillar trim 51 43 070
Remove the bottom left B pillar trim 51 43 150
Remove the rear seat bench 52 24 005
Remove the rear seat backrest 52 24 005
Remove the rear window shelf -
Remove the boot floor 51 47 102
Remove the boot floor at the rear left (may be replaced 
by a new part) 51 47 151
Remove the cover from the selector lever 51 16 210
Remove the bottom module holder (to be replaced by a new part) 51 16 210
Remove the finishing panels from the right and centre of 
the instrument panel 51 16 221
Remove the heating/air conditioning control 64 11 200/205/206
Remove the radio -
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3. Parts overview
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A Power supply wiring harness
B Monitor wiring harness
C Aerial cable
1 Monitor console
2 Navigation computer
3 GPS aerial
4 Speed nut M5 (4x)
5 Hexagonal screw M5x14 (4x)
6 Double insulation-piercing connector (2x)
7 Cable tie (20x)
8 Hexagonal self-tapping screw 4.2x16 (4x)
9 Navigation computer holder
10 Supplementary owner’s manual
11 System software CD (to load the languages)



3. Parts overview

The following parts are also required for cars without an audio module holder in the boot
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12 Speed nut M5 (12x)
13 Hexagonal screw M5x14 (12x)
14 Audio module holder, front
15 Audio module holder, rear
16 Oddments box
17 Oddments tray

The following parts are also required for cars without a switch centre

D Switch centre adapter cable
18 Combination fillister head screw 3.5x12 (2x)
19 Insulation-piercing connector
20 Switch centre (must be ordered separately)

14 1713 15 1612

F 46 1357 B

DSC RDC

19D 2018

F 46 1358 B
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4. Connection overview for additional wiring harnesses
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-
To black 8-pin socket casing X322B behind the heating/air
conditioning control
To black 8-pin plug casing X322S behind the heating/air
conditioning control
To black 17-pin socket casing X18124 PIN 4

To audio wiring harness below the monitor console
To black 6-pin plug casing on the control in the centre console

To black 2-pin plug casing on the switch module

To black 3-pin plug casing on the switch module

To light cable loom near the rear right wheel arch using an
insulation-piercing connector (check that the required signal exists)
With insulation-piercing connector to the light cable loom,
grey/brown cable, near the rear left wheel arch (check whether the
required signal is available)
To earth post X13016 in the boot on the left
To Mark III navigation computer in the boot (chamber A

To Mark III navigation computer in the boot (chamber B)

To released socket contact from PIN 4 of the radio connection
plug X18126

A

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

A12

18

Power supply wiring harness

Black 8-pin plug casing

Black 8-pin socket casing

Connection plug with Mute
twin-lead terminal
5 A suspended fuse
Black 6-pin socket casing

Black 2-pin socket casing
mute/terminal 30
Black 3-pin socket casing 
Navi NF

Open cable end, reversing light

Open cable end terminal 58
(Registration plate light)

Cable eyelet 6 mm in diameter
Black 8-pin socket casing

Brown 8-pin socket casing

Black 1-pin socket casing

-
-

-

black

red/green
-

red/green
black
black
blue/yellow
blue/green
blue/yellow

grey/yellow

brown
-

-

-

Item Description Cable colour Connection site in the car

A1

18

A12

A11

A

A3

A2

A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

A4 A10
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-
To black 16-pin socket casing on the monitor in 
the monitor console (1)
To black 16-pin socket casing on the navigation 
computer (2) in the boot
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B

B1

B2

Monitor wiring harness

Black 16-pin socket casing,
straight
Black 16-pin socket casing,
angled

-
-

-

Item Description Cable colour Connection site in the car

4. Connection overview for additional wiring harnesses

-
To GPS aerial (3) under the rear window shelf
To navigation computer (2) in the boot

C

C1

C2

Aerial cable

Coaxial plug casing

Coaxial socket casing

-
-
-

Item Description Cable colour Connection site in the car

-

To light switch centre in the monitor console
To cable using an insulation-piercing connector

D

D1

D2

Switch centre adapter cable

(only required for cars without

a switch centre)

23-pin socket casing
Open cable end

-

brown
green/blue/
yellow

Item Description Cable colour Connection site in the car

B1 B2

B

F 46 1169 B

C1 C2

C

F 46 1189 B

D1 D2

D

F 46 1190 B



C2
A1, A2, A4, A5

A3

A12

C

A11A10

B1

B2

C1

B

A

A7A6

A9A8

F 46 0768 B

5. Installation diagram
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The power supply wiring harness A, the monitor wiring harness B and the aerial cable C are
to be laid along the audio or main wiring harness as shown in the figure and secured with
cable ties.

When installing the power supply wiring harness A start at the retrofit plug X322.

Branches A1 and A2 to the retrofit plug connector X322 behind the heating/air conditioning
control
Branch A3 to the radio connection plug X18126
Branches A4 and A5 to the monitor console
Branches A6 and A7 to the installation site of the switch module on the A pillar on the left
Branches A8 and A9 to the light cable loom on the C pillar on the right
Branch A10 to the earth post X13016 in the boot on the left
Branches A11 and A12 to the installation site of the navigation computer in the boot on the
left

Branch B1 to the monitor console
Branch B2 to the installation site of the navigation computer in the boot on the left

Branch C1 to the GPS aerial under the rear window shelf
Branch C2 to the installation site of the navigation computer in the boot on the left

Tie back excess lengths
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6. To install the audio module holder (only required for cars without an audio 
module holder in the boot)

EN/8

Place eight speed nuts M5 (12) into the
mounting points in the body.

12

12

F 46 1094 B

13
14

15 13
F 46 1095 B

Secure the front audio module holder (14) and
the rear audio module holder (15) using eight
hexagonal screws M5x14 (13) (hand tight only).

15

16

14

13
F 46 1096 B

Place four speed nuts M5 (12) on the front audio
module holder (14) and the rear audio module
holder (15).
Insert the oddments box (16) and secure it with
four hexagonal screws (13).
Then tighten all the hexagonal screws (13) on the
audio module holders.



Place four speed nuts M5 (4) on the front audio
module holder (30) and the rear audio module
holder (31) in the boot.

7. To prepare the installation sites and parts
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Carefully cut out the areas marked grey (30) in
the centre console using an oscillating saw.

As you cut out the areas make sure that you
do not damage any cables or visible surfaces in
the centre console.

30 30
R135

24 F 46 1097 B

31

4

30

F 46 1098 B

Slide the navigation computer holder (9) into the
audio module holder and secure it with four
hexagonal screws M5x14 (5).

9

5

F 46 1171 B

Only required for cars with four-wheel drive

Cut out the monitor console (1) in the area
marked grey (30) (otherwise it will collide with the
gearshift console when it has been installed).

As you cut out the area make sure that you
do not damage any visible surfaces.

1

30
F 46 1099 B
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8. To install the GPS aerial

EN/10

3

30

C

C2

F 46 1101 B

The figure shows the installation space under the
rear window shelf.

Clip the GPS aerial (3) into the mounting (30) and
lay branch C2 on the aerial cable C to the
installation site of the navigation computer.

3
C1

C

F 46 1101 B

Connect the GPS aerial (3) to branch C1 on the
aerial cable C.
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9. To install and connect the additional wiring harnesses

EN/11

X18126

18

30
A3

F 46 1173 B

Open the black 17-pin radio connection plug
X18126 and disconnect the 1-pin socket contact
(30) from slot PIN 4 and connect it to the
enclosed black 1-pin socket casing (18).
Connect branch A3, 1-pin socket contact, black
cable, on the power supply wiring harness A, to
X18126 in PIN 4.

X322

A2
A1

30

31

F 46 1172 B

Disconnect the black 8-pin retrofit plug
connector X322.
Connect branch A1, black 8-pin plug casing on
the power supply wiring harness A, to the black
8-pin socket casing (30) on the retrofit plug
connector X322.
Connect branch A2, black 8-pin socket casing,
to the black 8-pin plug casing (31) on the retrofit
plug connector X322.

X18126

18 A3

F 46 1174 B

Connect the black 1-pin plug casing on branch
A3, black cable, to the black 1-pin socket casing
(18) with the connected 1-pin socket contact
from the black 17-pin radio connection plug
X18126.
Close the black 17-pin radio connection plug
X18126.

If the black 17-pin radio connection plug
X18126 is not occupied in PIN 4, simply connect
the 1-pin socket contact from branch A3, black
cable, to slot PIN 4.

Secure the new plug connection with cable ties.



The figure shows the rear right wheel arch from
the inside.

Carefully cut open the light cable loom (30) and
use a measuring instrument to check that the
cables you require can supply the required
signal.

Connect branch A8, open cable end, blue/yellow
cable, with double insulation-piercing connector
(6) to the blue/yellow cable you checked earlier
on the light cable loom (30).
Connect branch A9, open cable end, grey/yellow
cable, with double insulation-piercing connector
(6) to the grey/brown cable you checked earlier
on the light cable loom (30).
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Secure branch A4, suspended 5 A fuse,
red/green cable, on the power supply wiring
harness A, to the audio wiring harness (30) using
a cable tie (7).
Lay branch A5, black 6-pin socket casing, and
branch B1, black 16-pin socket casing, straight,
on the monitor wiring harness, on the carpet.This
will later be connected to the monitor console.

9. To install and connect the additional wiring harnesses

X18126
7

A4

A5

B1

F 46 1175 B

A6

A7
A

F 46 1176 B

Lay branches A6 and A7 on the power supply
wiring harness A to the installation site of the
switch module near the A pillar at the bottom left.
The remainder of the connection diagram for
branches A6 and A7 is described in the
installation instructions headed "Telephone
switch module and Mark IIi navigation system
installation instructions”.

EN/12

A9

630

A8

F 46 1177 B

Terminal RS reversing lightblue/yellow

Cable colour Signal

grey/brown Terminal 58 (Registration
plate light)
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Screw branch A10, cable eyelet 6 mm in
diameter on the power supply wiring harness A,
to the earth post X13016.
Lay branches A11, A12, B2 and C2 to the
installation site of the navigation computer.

9. To install and connect the additional wiring harnesses

A10

B2

A11
A12

F 46 1178 B

X13016

C2

EN/13
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The figure shows the switch centre monitor
console (1) from the rear near the centre
console.

Insert the new switch centre (20) into the switch
centre monitor console (1) and secure it with
combination fillister head screws 3.5x12 mm (18).

Connect the black 4-pin connection plug X521
on the ASC/DSC switch to the slot (30) for it in
the new switch centre (20).

10. Switch centre adapter cable (only required for cars without a switch centre)

1

30
20

18

18X521

F 46 1179 B

1

20

D1

D

F 46 1180 B

Connect branch D1, black 23-pin connection
plug on the switch centre adapter cable D to the
switch centre (20) on the switch centre monitor
console (1).

EN/14

If there is no centre console switch centre in the existing bottom module holder, but
only a single switch (ASC or DSC) a centre console switch centre must be ordered
separately using the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC).

1

19

D2   

X521
F 46 1181 B

Connect branch D2, open cable end,
green/blue/yellow cable on the switch centre
adapter cable D, to the green/blue/yellow supply
cable on the black 4-pin connection plug X521
PIN 1 using a double insulation-piercing
connector (19).
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Take the centre console switch centre (30) out of
the existing bottom module holder and install it
into the switch centre monitor console (1) using
the two existing Torx screws (31).

If there is only a single switch and not a
centre console switch centre (30) fitted in the
existing module holder, the separately ordered
centre console switch centre (30) must be fitted
(see section 10. Switch centre adapter cable).

11. To install the monitor console

1

30

31

31

F 46 1182 B

1 31

A5

B1

30

A

F 46 1183 B

Connect branch B1, black 16-pin socket casing
on the monitor wiring harness B to the black 
16-pin plug casing (30) for the monitor on the
switch centre monitor console (1).
Connect branch A5, black 6-pin socket casing
on the power supply wiring harness A to the
black 6-pin plug casing (31) for the control on
the switch centre monitor console (1).

EN/15

Take the two speed nuts 4.2 (30) out of the
centre console (31) and place them on the
switch centre monitor console (1).

1

F 46 1184 B

31

30

1

30

8

F 46 1185 B

3131

Before fitting the switch centre monitor
console (1) ensure that the switch centre is
connected.

Carefully insert the switch centre monitor console
(1) into the centre console (30) and secure it with
the two hexagonal self-tapping screws with
washers 4.2x16 (18) and the two existing Philips
self-tapping screws (31).

Ensure that you do not jam or damage any
cables.
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12. To install the navigation computer

Connect branch A11, black 8-pin socket casing
on the power supply wiring harness A, to
chamber A (30) on the navigation computer (2).
Connect branch A12, brown 8-pin socket casing,
to chamber B (31).

2

30

31

A12

A11

F 46 1186 B

2

30

31C2

B2

F 46 1187 B

Connect branch B2, black angled 16-pin socket
casing on the monitor wiring harness B, to the
16-pin plug casing (30) on the navigation
computer (2).
Connect branch C2, coaxial socket casing on
the aerial cable C, to the aerial plug casing (31)
on the navigation computer (2).
Carefully slide the navigation computer (2) into
place.

As you slide in the navigation computer,
ensure that you do not jam any cables.
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Concluding work

Connect the battery
Print out the error memory
Conduct a function test
Assemble the car again following the instructions for its dismantling in reverse order

Coding

This system does not require coding.

Function test for the navigation system

Test the following functions with the car at a standstill and the ignition 
switched on

- Insert the navigation CD (must be ordered separately using the Electronic Parts 
Catalogue (EPC)) into the navigation computer.

- The keys on the control in the monitor console must light up.
- Switch on the parking light – the monitor must switch from day to night colours.

If the system has been completely disconnected from the car’s electrical system you
must expect a starting phase lasting approx. 15 minutes when you reconnect it.
Drive the car outside to ensure contact between the GPS aerial and the satellite.
The navigation system may then require up to 10 minutes until it receives a signal
from the satellite.
Complete a short test drive (approx. 10 minutes) on digitised roads to calibrate the
system automatically.
Confirm the user instructions using the OK key on the remote control.
Change direction several times during the test drive.

- Drive to a cross-roads – the distance indicator on the monitor must react correctly.
- Reverse a short distance – the position indicator on the monitor must display

the direction correctly.

Function

The navigation system function is described in the enclosed supplementary owner’s
manual.
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13. Concluding work, coding, function test



You can select the language for acoustic messages using the "Language” option in the
"Settings” menu.
Two languages (voices) can be stored in the system.
If required by the customer, one of the two languages can be substituted by another language
from the enclosed system software CD.

To load the languages

• Switch on the ignition
• Select the "Language” option in the "Settings” menu
• Select "Other languages” from the list
• Now follow the instructions that appear on the monitor.

A "software update” takes place, and the progress of the loading process is displayed on the
monitor.

After completing the loading process the system software CD will be ejected.
After removing the system software CD and confirming by pressing OK, the navigation system
is restarted.

14. Language setting
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15. Circuit diagram 
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15. Circuit diagram

F001* Suspended fuse 5 A behind the 
monitor console

X001* Black 8-pin socket casing,
navigation computer

X002* Brown 8-pin socket casing,
navigation computer

X003* 1-pin open cable end (connect 
using insulation-piercing 
connector)

X004* 1-pin open cable end (connect 
using insulation-piercing 
connector)

X005* Black 1-pin plug contact

X006* Black 2-pin socket casing,
switch module

X007* Black 3-pin socket casing,
switch module

X008* Black 6-pin socket casing,
monitor console

X322B Black 8-pin socket casing,
retrofit plug connector

X322S Black 8-pin plug casing, retrofit 
plug connector

X13016 Eyelet, 6 mm in diameter,
earth post

X18126 Black 17-pin socket casing,
radio connection plug

The components marked with an 
asterisk  * and X designations are only valid
for this circuit diagram, all other components
and X designations comply with the BMW
after-sales circuit diagrams.

Colour abbreviations

BR = brown

RT = red

VI = violet

WS = white

GR = grey

SW = black

GN = green

GE = yellow

BL = blue
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